
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

The restrictions imposed by the COVID—19 pandemic have made 

assembling for our monthly fellowship impossible indefinitely. How-

ever, we will try to maintain contact with each other through this 

periodical . Some of the information may be a repeat of  a previous 

issue merely to keep some information current and available. If any-

one needs help, all our committees will be responsive. We are broth-

ers and should  be asked.                                                                                                                 

 WE WILL RESPOND AS WE ALWAYS HAVE                                                                       

       ***************                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Apart But Not Forgotten                                                                                         

                                                                                                                           

We all have been apart now for two months, but what makes us 

strong is being Veterans together. We have that common bond which 

binds us together. We are many, but we are one together. That is 

what makes us strong.  We are hoping to be back together soon. In 

the meantime, we are trying to keep everyone updated on what is 

happening within the Chapter and State and at the National level. 

Right now, our elections are on hold because of this health emergen-

cy. Therefore, we will keep the same officers until we can come to-

gether for our elections. Update from Martinsburg VA Medical Cen-

ter on the postponement of routine clinic visits: veterans requiring 

urgent care will still be seen face-to-face by a provider. The front 

gate is conducting 100% ID checks Monday through Friday.                                                                                                          

Update from National on membership disbursements: due to the 

current economic situation we will be receiving it in 1/3 segments. 

LM dues for the current year exceeded $900,000.00 dollars.                                                                                                       

I would like to thank everyone for coming out on Saturday the 25th 

to support one of own. Dale Boyers is our brother and we will, 

“Never Leave Another Brother Behind.” For all the flags, banners 

and signs thank you. This is what it means: One, to be a Veteran and 

a member of Chapter 1061.                                                                     

In conclusion, as we sit home and do what we can with what we have 

this is what it means to be Vietnam Veteran. May God Bless each of 

us and we are all praying that we will be back together very soon.                                                      

Jerry                                                                                                                                                             

             **********                                                                                                                      

 Meeting old Friends 

On the 25th of April the chapter members traveled to Mt. Tabor 

church to see Dale Boyers who is home for a visit before returning to 

Mo. to be with family. As most of you know, Dale has been diag-

nosed with inoperable cancer. We had over 50 of our members and 

wives at the meet and greet. Dale was able to get around to see most 

of our members and wives and talk to everyone. Dale says he feels 

good and is looking forward to the graduation of his grandson next 

month in Mo. We have tried to keep in touch with Dale so he knows 

what the chapter is doing thru the year. Dale’s address is on the ros-

ter if anyone wishes to send cards or letters.                                                                

Our thanks to our very own VP Daneen Coakley for arranging the                                                   

use of the parking lot for this event. With the Covid- 19 restriction 

still in affect and members wanting to see each other after 3mo isola-

tion she had her hands full. Everyone wanted to get out of their cars 

and talk to each other.  As the trooper she is, she made the best of 

things and carried on with the mission.                                                                                                                                   

Dale returns to Mo. this week. Our hope and prayers go with him. 

Dale is a life member of 1061 and the VVA.     

                                                              Thomas R Snook            

  *****                                                                                            

100 Members and visitors attended in March.                                                                                                                             

Minutes were distributed by Secretary Tom Snook and a Finance 

report by Bill Ludholtz - both reports were approved .                                                                                                  

We have 160 members. Several new members were introduced to the 

Chapter. Have an application with you and share the Chapter. Two 

newspaper ads will be run to aid in recruiting and see Jerry for busi-

ness cards and wooden  nickels.                                                                                                     

Benefits/Health ; The rate of suicide among veterans is alarmingly 

high. If you have thoughts of suicide—reach out to one of us. We 

survived too much to give up to depression. Blue Water veterans 

should get their claims in NOW and be very specific about the   de-

tails. There is a case before the courts concerning this but it be-

hooves us to get them in NOW!. A printable benefits package was on 

the  VVA Weekly (https://www.vvanjsc.org/vva-web-weekly.htm) for 

Dec. 19.                                                                                                  

The website password is still VVA1061. If you have items for the  

website get them to Sonny. Check the website often as it updates 

daily. The newsletter and minutes are available on the website and 

can be printed off. Blue Water information, Honor Flight infor-

mation, and scholarship forms are on the website. See the website for 

information about Beverly Salyards, a WW II veteran. The email 

address on the website goes to Jerry.                                                                                                   

Anyone interested in helping with the Honor Guard see Tom 

Snook. Please be prepared as notice is often very short when 

we are needed. Honor Guard pins are in. Members contact 

Tom to get one.  They are to be worn on the left collar with 

rank on the right. The Honor Guard officiated at Elwood 

Whitmore’s funeral and Mary Lou was very appreciative. 

Thanks to Rusty Davis for Taps.                                                           

Scholarship: A new scholarship application is on the website. 

The veteran sponsor will be required to participate in            

Chapter activities instead of the applicant. Deadline is June 

15th and the application should be sent to Danny Sanders.  

Rusty Davis’ daughter was a Chapter scholarship recipient, 

has graduated and is working as a teacher. She thanks the              

Chapter.                                                                                                

Be sure to get your email address to Jerry or Tom Snook so 

you can receive the newsletter and important information 

electronically. We are  currently emailing it to 101 members. 
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Within the chapter, we have some that need our prayers: They are as follows:  Ed “Sarge” Solomon, Ern Grover, Bill Henry, 
Bruce Orebaugh  and  Dale Boyers, (Dale is losing this battle. His address: 800 Staunton Dr., Rockport, MO 69482)  Cards 
and calls are always welcomed by our sick esp. Dale.  Sarge Solomon has passed away. He fought MS valiantly.  

https://www.vvanjsc.org/vva-web-weekly.htm


Be sure your address is printed legibly. Also be sure Jerry O’Hara has your birthday and anniversary dates.  

Articles for the newsletter can be sent to Doc Talbot or Tom Snook. 

A copy of your DD 214 is needed by the Secretary in case of an IRS audit. National DOES NOT keep  DD214’s on file.                                                                                                                                                                                                  
The election of officers for the Chapter is for two years and is, of necessity suspended. The existing slate will continue until 
new   elections. If you are interested in running for an office you need to let the Election  Committee (Sonny Clutteur, Tom 
Counts , Roger Nelson) know your plans. All offices are up for nominations.  Sonny has the applications. If you are an officer 
and choose not to continue, please tell the Election Committee. Offices will be on the website and you must be present to vote. 
A fourth delegate will be added.  

An ad hoc meeting of the Board and Officers was held after the meeting. 

 Dates to Remember:.  

Nov. 16 –17  will be the annual trip to Pigeon Forge and  Vietnam Line Haul Reunion. All are invited. Group stays at the 
Maple Motor Inn. See Jerry for details 

The 2020-2021 budget was distributed, reviewed and accepted by the membership.  

The next meeting will hopefully be June 20th at the Wood Grill when the plague passes: breakfast at 9 AM and meeting at 10 
AM  Doors may not open  before 9 a.m. .  Cost is $9.99 plus tax. There are plenty of handicapped  parking spaces for prompt 
arrivals. Be sure to watch for discount coupons for the Wood Grill (best used with four people, so buddy up) and remember 
to tip our waitresses.                                                      

POLITICS                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
State Council meeting, June 26-28 has been moved to Culpepper.  

CHAPTER BULLETIN BOARD   

The Chapter voted to have 50-50 drawings at future meetings. 

Sonny has ladies shirts at @20.00 and vests at $130.. Jerry has Chapter patches for $5 and Chapter hats for $13. Tom has the 
flag patch for the Honor Guard shirt.  The shirts that Jerry ordered are in.  Contact Tom for name tags and Jerry for               
business cards.  

Jerry will get with Bill Strang and try to get some FOB courtesy cards for shopping at TSSI.  

Gayle Wilson, a veteran dog handler from Vietnam, has a video—”Forgotten Heroes” - that he is providing for the Chapter 
to view. See Jerry to get your name on the list if you want to see it. 

Page One was able to provide 125 ham dinners to Shenandoah residents at Christmas, thanks to the $500 donation from the 
Chapter. Page One thanks those members who were part of it.  

Danny Leslie, who is in remission now in his fight with cancer, sent his thanks for the compassion and it  was read to the 
Chapter.  

Vernon Naselrod, Vietnm vet of WV, died recently. The hat was passed and $265 was sent as a memorial to the Mathias Fire 
&  Rescue Squad.                                                                                                                                                                                
April Birthdays—Gary Breeden, Bobbi Counts, Kay Gentry, Ern Grover, Roger Nelson, Maria Sampson, Linda Balser and 
Mary Daniels. 

April Anniversaries— Gary & Vicki Breeden & Asa & Jean Talbot.(62)                                                                                                                                                                                            
50th for Roger & Joyce Alger and Jerry & Ember O’Hara 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nancy Pelosi will go down in history as the Speaker of the House 

who produced so much crap that the nation ran out of toilet                

paper. 
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DIRECTOR    Layton Payne    540 896-9329  

DIRECTOR    Sonny Clutteur  540 421-5200                                                 

       sun4Power@aol.com 

DIRECTOR    Roger Nelson     540 433-9770                                                              

      rogerlindaattwinlakes@gmail.com 

DIRECTOR    Don Bailey          540 442-7382             

         don_and_lavonne@verizon.net 

DIRECTOR    Tom Counts       757 630-4729                                                    

        uwalli@hotmail.com 

DIRECTOR    Bennie Swindall  540 896-5325                  

        swindallv@aol.com                                            

DIRECTOR    Bernie Wilfong    540 –208-7828 

DIRECTOR    Bruce Orebaugh  540 271-3191                       

        bruce052@hotmail.com. 

DIRECTOR    Rusty Davis  540 249-5552 

SGT-AT-ARMS   Danny Judy  540 564-1290

         precdanny@comcast.net 

CHAPLAIN     Joe Acker          540-209-0863      

 acker@ntelos.net or acker@lumos.net 

EDITOR          Doc Talbot   540 298-7546    

       asartalbot@gmail.com                  

            Tom Snook     540 2346-9628                   

        snook1249@aol.com  

STATE DELEGATES 

Jerry O’Hara   Tom Snook   Bill Ludholtz 

Murphy’s Real Rules 

Everyone has a photographic memory. Some just 
don't have film..                                                                         
He who laughs last, thinks slowest.                                            
A day without sunshine is like, well, night.                     
Change is inevitable, except from a vending       
machine.                                                                                      
When the chips are down the buffalo is empty. 

The Complete History of Monsanto,                                                        
              “The World’s Most Evil Corporation” 

  By E. Hanzai  - Contributed by Kenny Emerson            
Of all the mega-corps running amok, Monsanto has consistently              
outperformed its rivals, earning the crown as “most evil corporation on 
Earth!” Not content to simply rest upon its throne of destruction, it         
remains focused on newer, more scientifically innovative ways to harm the 

planet and its people.                                                                     
1901: The company is founded by John Francis Queeny, a member of 
the Knights of Malta, a thirty year pharmaceutical veteran married to Olga 
Mendez Monsanto, for which Monsanto Chemical Works is named. The 
company’s first product is chemical saccharin, sold to Coca-Cola as an 
artificial sweetener.                                                                                        
Even then, the government knew saccharin was poisonous and sued to stop 
its manufacture but lost in court, thus opening the Monsanto Pandora’s 
Box to begin poisoning the world through the soft drink.             
1920s: Monsanto expands into industrial chemicals and drugs, becoming 
the world’s largest maker of  aspirin, (acetylsalicylic acid). This is also the 
time when things began to go horribly wrong for the planet in a hurry with 
the introduction of  their polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).                   
“PCBs were considered an industrial wonder chemical, an oil that would  
not burn, impervious to degradation and had almost limitless applications. 
Today PCBs are considered one of the gravest chemical threats on the 
planet. Widely used as lubricants, hydraulic fluids, cutting oils, waterproof 
coatings and liquid sealants, are potent carcinogens and have been        
implicated in reproductive, developmental and immune system disorders. 
The world’s center of PCB manufacturing was Monsanto’s plant on the 
outskirts of East St. Louis, Illinois, which has the highest rate of fetal death 
and immature births in the state.”                                                            
Even though PCBs were eventually banned after fifty years for causing 
such devastation, it is still present in just about all animal and human blood 
and tissue cells across the globe. Documents introduced in court later 
showed Monsanto was fully aware of the deadly effects, but criminally hid 
them from the public to keep the PCB gravy-train going full speed!
1930s: Created its first hybrid seed corn and expands into detergents, 
soaps, industrial cleaning products, synthetic rubbers and plastics. Oh yes, 
all toxic of course!                                                                                    
1940s: They begin research on uranium to be used for the Manhattan    
Project’s first atomic bomb, which would later be dropped on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki, killing hundreds of thousands of Japanese, Korean and US 
Military servicemen and poisoning millions more.                                   
The company continues its unabated killing spree by creating pesticides for 
agriculture containing deadly dioxin, which poisons the food and water 
supplies. It was later discovered Monsanto failed to disclose that dioxin 
was used in a wide range of their products because doing so would force 
them to acknowledge that it had created an environmental Hell on Earth.                                                  
1950s: Closely aligned with The Walt Disney Company, Monsanto creates 
several attractions at Disney’s Tomorrowland, espousing the glories of 
chemicals and plastics. Their “House of the Future” is constructed entirely 
of toxic plastic that is not biodegradable as they had asserted. What, Mon-
santo lied? I’m shocked!                                                                          
“After attracting a total of 20 million visitors from 1957 to 1967, Disney 
finally tore the house down, but discovered it would not go down without a 
fight. According to Monsanto Magazine, wrecking balls literally bounced 

off the glass-fiber, reinforced polyester material. Torches, jackhammers, 
chain saws and shovels did not work. Finally, choker cables were used to 
squeeze off parts of the house bit by bit to be trucked away.”                                                                                                          
           Monsanto’s Disneyfied vision of the future: 
1960s: Monsanto, along with chemical partner-in-crime DOW Chemical, 
produces dioxin-laced Agent Orange for use in the U.S.’s Vietnam       
invasion. The results? Over 3 million people contaminated, a half-million 
Vietnamese civilians dead, a half-million Vietnamese babies born with 
birth defects and thousands of U.S. military veterans suffering or dying 
from its effects to this day! 

 

http://bestmeal.info/monsanto/company-history.shtml
http://12160.info/profiles/blogs/dark-history-of-the-evil-monsanto-corporation
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/2013/03/10/the-monsanto-pandoras-box-nightmare-of-gmo-global-genocide-unleashed-and-irreversible/
http://www.thelibertybeacon.com/2013/03/10/the-monsanto-pandoras-box-nightmare-of-gmo-global-genocide-unleashed-and-irreversible/
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Monsanto


 Monsanto is hauled into court again and internal memos show they knew the deadly effects of dioxin in Agent Orange when they 

sold it to the government. Outrageously though, Monsanto is allowed to present their own “research” that concluded dioxin was safe 

and posed no negative health concerns whatsoever. Satisfied, the bought and paid for courts side with Monsanto and throws the case 

out. Afterwards, it comes to light that Monsanto lied about the findings and their real research concluded that dioxin kills very    

effectively.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

A later internal memo released in a 2002 trial admitted :                                                                                                                     

“that the evidence proving the persistence of these compounds and their universal presence as residues in the environment is beyond 

question … the public and legal pressures to eliminate them to prevent global contamination are inevitable. The subject is          

snowballing. Where do we go from here? The alternatives: go out of business; sell the hell out of them as long as we can and do 

nothing else; try to stay in business; have alternative products.”                                                                                                                                      

Monsanto partners with I.G. Farben, makers of Bayer aspirin and the Third Reich’s go-to chemical manufacturer producing deadly 

Zyklon-B gas during World War II. Together, the companies use their collective expertise to introduce aspartame, another extremely 

deadly neurotoxin, into the food supply. When questions surface regarding the toxicity of saccharin, Monsanto exploits this             

opportunity to introduce yet another of its deadly poisons onto an unsuspecting public.                                                                       

1970s: Monsanto partner, G.D. Searle, produces numerous internal studies which claim aspartame to be safe, while the FDA’s own 

scientific research clearly reveals that aspartame causes tumors and massive holes in the brains of rats, before killing them. The FDA 

initiates a grand jury investigation into G.D. Searle for “knowingly misrepresenting findings and concealing material facts and   

making false statements” in regard to aspartame safety.                                                                                                                             

During this time, Searle strategically taps prominent Washington insider Donald Rumsfeld, who served as Secretary of Defense  

during the Gerald Ford and George W. Bush  presidencies, to become CEO. The corporation’s primary goal is to have Rumsfeld 

utilize his political influence and vast experience in the killing business to grease the FDA to play ball with them.                                           

A few months later, Samuel Skinner receives “an offer he can’t refuse,” withdraws from the investigation and resigns his post at the 

U.S. Attorney’s Office to go work for Searle’s law firm. This mob tactic stalls the case just long enough for the statute of limitation 

to run out and the grand jury investigation is abruptly and conveniently dropped.                                                                             

1980s: Amid indisputable research that reveals the toxic effects of aspartame and as then FDA commissioner Dr. Jere Goyan was 

about to sign a petition into law keeping it off the market, Donald Rumsfeld calls Ronald Reagan for a favor the day after he takes 

office. Reagan fires the uncooperative Goyan and appoints Dr. Arthur Hayes Hull to head the FDA, who then quickly tips the scales 

in Searle’s favor and NutraSweet is approved for human consumption in dried products. This becomes sadly ironic since Reagan, a 

known jelly bean and candy enthusiast, later suffers from Alzheimers during his second term, one of the many horrific effects of 

aspartame consumption.                                                                                                                                                                               

Searle’s real goal though was to have aspartame approved as a soft drink sweetener since exhaustive studies revealed that at        

temperatures exceeding 85 degrees Fahrenheit, it “breaks down into known toxins Diketopiperazines (DKP), methyl (wood) alcohol, 

and formaldehyde.” becoming many times deadlier than its powdered form!                                                                                                       

The National Soft Drink Association (NSDA) is initially in an uproar, fearing future lawsuits from consumers permanently injured 

or killed by drinking the poison. When Searle is able to show that liquid aspartame, though incredibly deadly, is much more        

addictive than crack cocaine, the NSDA is convinced that skyrocketing profits from the sale of soft drinks laced with aspartame 

would easily offset any future liability. With that, corporate greed wins and the unsuspecting soft drink consumers pay for it with 

damaged health.                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Coke leads the way once again (remember saccharin?) and begins poisoning Diet Coke drinkers with aspartame in 1983. As ex-

pected, sales skyrocket as millions become hopelessly addicted and sickened by the sweet poison served in a can. The rest of the soft 

drink industry likes what it sees and quickly follows suit, conveniently forgetting all about their initial reservations that aspartame is 

a deadly chemical. There’s money to be made, lots of it and that’s all that really matters to them anyway!                                                   

In 1985, undaunted by the swirl of corruption and multiple accusations of fraudulent research undertaken by Searle, Monsanto    

purchases the company and forms a new aspartame subsidiary called NutraSweet Company. When multitudes of independent      

scientists and researchers continue to warn about aspartame’s toxic effects, Monsanto goes on the offensive, bribing the National 

Cancer Institute and providing their own fraudulent papers to get the NCI to claim that formaldehyde does not cause cancer so that 

aspartame can stay on the market.                                              TO BE CONTINUED 

http://www.reformed-theology.org/html/books/wall_street/chapter_02.htm

